
   

PRO Unlimited’s vendor management system (VMS) platform, Wand®, is a robust solution for 

managing the contingent workforce in a simple, intuitive way. It delivers a comprehensive 

solution for all of the stakeholders in the contingent labor ecosystem, including procurement 

and HR leaders, department heads, managers, workers, and suppliers.
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Wand VMS, the Most Robust Omnichannel 
VMS Solution on the Market

Data Sheet

Wand centralizes contingent workforce management 

i n c l u d i n g t e m p s , i n d e p e n d e n t c o n t ra c t o r s , 

statements of work (SOW)-based engagements, and 

self-sourced contractors—into one cloud-based 

platform. This is accomplished via an omnichannel 

experience for the Web, mobile devices, tablets, and 

wearables. 

What Wand Does

“Next-generation evolutionary VMS 

solutions like PRO’s Wand platform will 

help organizations drive efficiencies and 

visibility within the complexities of the 

modern contingent workforce umbrella.” 

— Christopher J. Dwyer, Sr. Analyst, 

Ardent Partners

Next-‐Genera*on  
Evolu*on

What Is Wand

Based on an open-cloud architecture, Wand delivers 

seamless integration with all major enterprise 

resource planning (ERP), Portfolio and Project 

Management, and various other third-party systems. 

Wand is fully SAS70/SSAE16 compliant (since 2003) 

and White Hat Security and ISO27001 certified. 

Core capabilities of Wand include, but are not limited 

to: 

• Time cards and expenses 

• Self-sourcing with the Wand YourSource 

module 

• Analytics and reporting with Wand Discovery 

module 

• Intuitive manager, worker, supplier, and 

administrator interfaces 

• SOW project sourcing and management 

• Mobile alerts and communications 

• Intelligent-sourcing using Wand SourceMatch
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Mobile, Tablet, and Wearable Apps

For managers and workers who are on the go, Wand 

Mobile is the easiest way to use the Wand VMS. Wand 

Mobile was built from the ground up as the first truly 

native iOS and Android apps that allows users to take 

full advantage of the rich feature set of Apple iPhone 

and Android devices. This means the apps are highly 

intuitive and easy to use while delivering rapid 

responses.  

With simply a swipe and tap of the screen, managers 

and workers have the ability to submit and approve 

timecards and expenses, generate and view reports, 

request changes to billing and expense submissions, 

and much more.  

Wand Tablet, which was built with the same design 

principles in mind, delivers a comprehensive set of 

capabilities to managers. In addition to the features 

available on their iPhone app, Wand Tablet provides 

managers with the ability to generate detailed 

Talent  Analy*cs:  
Execu*ve  Gap

Seventy-five percent of executives believe 

talent analytics are important, yet only 8 

percent indicate they are being leveraged for 

business decisions. 

Source: “Global Human Capital Trends 2015: Leading in 

the New World of Work,” Deloitte University Press, May 

2014.

analytics and reports that guide them in strategic 

and tactical decision-making.  

Wand Wearable extends the omnichannel VMS 

experience to the Apple Watch. Managers can 

receive notifications for upcoming interviews, 

review and approve time cards and expenses, and 

manage and approve changes in SOW projects by 

simply tapping and pressing on their watch. 



   

Wand Discovery: Analytics and 
Business Intelligence

Capturing the data connected to your contingent 

labor program is one thing. Getting at that data and 

interpreting it so that it is actionable is another. With 

the Wand Discovery module, users have the ability to 

generate reports and analytics on their contingent 

labor programs as well as drill down into details.  

Visual representations quickly and easily guide them 

from program data to transactional data in just a few 

clicks. Filtering options allow users to specify the data 

they want to see. Different dashboards can be 

configured using those same filtering options.  

Dashboards are interactive, giving users the ability to 

change the reports and results they see in real time. 

For users seeking to create highly customized 

dashboards, PRO’s managed service provider (MSP) 

program team works with each client to fine-tune 

their dashboards to show the necessary program 

information they require.
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Eighty-nine percent of respondents in a 

recent survey indicate they prefer mobile 

apps instead of mobile websites when 

using mobile solutions. 

Source: “An Era of Growth: The Cross-Platform 

Report Q4 2013,” Nielsen Media, March 2014.

Apps  vs.  Mobile  
Websites



   

About PRO Unlimited

PRO Unlimited offers purely vendor-neutral Managed Service Provider (MSP) and Vendor Management System 

(VMS) solutions for the e-procurement and management of contingent labor, 1099/co-employment risk 

management, and third-party payroll for client-sourced contract talent.
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Follow  us  on: L TF

Millennials are expected to comprise 50 

percent of the workforce by the end of 

2015. This demographic change is having 

far-reaching repercussions. When it 

comes to HR solutions, a majority of this 

new workforce prefers to use their 

mobile devices to traditional Web-based 

applications.

The  “Omnichannel”  
Workforce

Wand YourSource:  
Self-Sourcing Talent

Sometimes managers know who they want to source 

for a particular job or project and do not need to 

source the position through a staffing agency. Or in 

other instances a brand wants to leverage its brand 

awareness and stature to source talent directly. These 

individuals might be retirees, former full-time 

employees, independent contractors, or consultants. 

Wand YourSource enables organizations to realize the 

benefits of self-sourced talent while managing it 

underneath the umbrella of their centralized 

contingent labor program. This ensures the cost and 

risk management as well as talent quality controls that 

you use for third-party talent sourcing are extended 

to talent you elect to source directly.  

Organizations can also elect to leverage their brands 

to attract talent into a private talent pool using 

Applicant Portal that fully integrates with the 

YourSource module. 
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